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The Essential Eight is a series of baseline mitigation strategies intended to assist in protecting against a 

range of threat types organisations increasingly face. While no single mitigation strategy is guaranteed 

to prevent cyber security incidents, security strategies based on the essential eight makes it much harder 

for adversaries to compromise systems, while increasing operational efficiencies and overall costs.

Organisations implementing the outlined mitigation strategies are 

expected to customise their approach based on their unique risk 

profile and the adversaries and attacks they are most concerned 

about, however adopting this approach is often a daunting task 

for most organisations.

Strict adherence to the recommended implementation order  

with each strategy ensures the effectiveness of the Essential 

Eight in strengthening an organisation’s overall security  

posture. Additionally, improvements upon approaches taken 

must continue over time. According to the guidelines, once 

organisations have implemented the initial level of desired  

mitigation strategies, the focus should then shift to increasing  

the maturity of their implementation such that they eventually 

reach full alignment across each mitigation strategy.

Virsec Security Platform (VSP) is a server product that provides 

a layer of defense focused on the host application and system 

workload. Our application-aware workload protection secures 

critical system against the broadest range of attacks during 

runtime and in real time. VSP addresses evolving attacks, known 

and unknown vulnerabilities and exploits while ensuring zero 

attack dwell-time, zero tuning, and zero false positives.

Virsec is committed to helping organisations embrace the 

Essential Eight methodology by automating and strengthening 

application control, hardening server-based applications against 

evasive attacks, providing compensating controls for patching 

of applications and hosts, limiting the extent of cybersecurity 

incidents, and ensuring alignment with recommended strategies 

on an ongoing basis.

https://www.cyber.gov.au/acsc/view-all-content/publications/essential-eight-explained
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WHY: All non-approved applications (including malicious code) are prevented from executing.

HOW: With VSP, organisations gain powerful technology that focuses on protection inside the host 
system (VMs or Containers), maintaining strict application controls based on full contextual awareness 
of what applications and workload components are acceptable and how runtime elements execute. 
Purpose-built to significantly minimize risk and the attack surface within servers and containers, VSP 
continuously addresses vulnerabilities and ensures the integrity of application systems stopping attacker 
efforts to compromise or misuse trusted components, tools, or even the supply chain, including libraries, 
processes, command lines, interpreters and scripts for strict zero-trust runtime. Unlike standard solutions, 
VSP protects not just the application but the full aspect of the entire application package and everything 
around it — so no malicious code executes.

WHY: Security vulnerabilities in applications can be used to execute malicious code on systems.

HOW: With host monitoring, advanced memory protection, and control flow integrity assurance, Virsec 
Security Platform continuously mitigates risks posed by unpatched known vulnerabilities and those 
yet to be disclosed, alleviating risks associated with vulnerable applications running in production. By 
mapping the entire application stack and monitoring actual code execution, VSP capabilities act as precise 
compensating controls that instantly identify when an application attempts to deviate from its proper 
behaviour and stops attacks in its tracks without prior IoCs, learning, or tuning. 

VSP allows organisations to automatically address vulnerabilities at the process, file, OS, and memory 
levels, so no malicious code on the system executes.  When using VSP trusted applications, third-party 
codes, and legacy systems only perform as intended even when facing unknown attacks on zero day 
vulnerabilities and those stemming from an already infected vulnerable supply chains.

WHY: Microsoft Office macros can be used to deliver and execute malicious code on systems.

HOW: This control is specific to user End Points and not host applications, workloads or server  
environments. Microsoft office should not be running within your server environment and therefore  
this control does fit the scope of solutions offered by Virsec. 

Virsec Security Platform can prevent attacks that use macros to deliver and execute malicious code, 
effectively allowing macro use as intended, then blocking anything malicious (like spawning processes  
to perform some tasks or modify critical filesystem, etc.).



WHY: Flash, ads and Java are popular ways to deliver and execute malicious code on systems.

HOW:  We designed VSP to harden host applications and workloads in VMs and containers to block 
attacks at the web, host, and memory layers and prevent malicious code execution attempts no matter 
how attackers access the system. By profiling the entire application stack across all critical application 
components — including files, scripts, binaries, and libraries — VSP maintains visibility throughout the 
runtime infrastructure with an understanding of the business logic context to not only stop attempts to 
download malicious files but prevent misuse of key functions and trusted elements. This positive security 
model only allows verified and authorized code to execute and instantly detects and stops any deviations 
caused by attacks during runtime. VSP delivers the broadest range of attack protection, including the 
OWASP Top 10 and MITRE 25 Most Dangerous threats. 

VSP not only counters popular ways to deliver and execute attacks, but the technology also ensures a 
defence against new and evolving approaches that challenge web filtering, IPS, endpoint protection, and 
other solutions. It ensures control flow integrity throughout the application stack using advanced memory 
protection, with strict app control and process integrity protection. 

Virsec Security Platform also provides assurance that even interpreted code is functioning only as 
intended, understanding the effects of SQL syntax, commands and payload throughout the system and 
hardening system with zero-dwell time defence and protection against the most aggressive web attacks 
including the following.

 • Cross-site scripting (XSS)

 • SQL injection

 • Command injections

 • Cross-Site Request Forgery (CSRF)

 • Server-side Request Forgery (SSRF)

 • Path traversal

 • Carriage Return Line Feed (CRLF) injection attack

 • Java deserialization

 • File system attacks and much more
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WHY: Stronger user authentication makes it harder for adversaries to access sensitive information  

and systems.

HOW: VSP allows you to  selectively enable specific sections of the Web applications (like login pages 

or transaction pages etc) and enforce authentication for sensitive portions of web applications.

Mitigation Strategies to Recover Data and System Availability

WHY: To ensure information can be accessed following a cyber security incident  

(e.g., a ransomware incident).

HOW: VSP offers filesystem monitoring and protection but is not deigned to backup files. It will detect 

vulnerable applications, suspicious unsigned files, and unauthorized changes to files in real time and 

integrates with on-prem or cloud-based backup solutions to immediately and automatically restore files 

previously compromised.
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Mitigation Strategies to Limit the Extent of Cyber Security Incidents

WHY: Admin accounts are the ‘keys to the kingdom’. Adversaries use these accounts to gain full access  

to information and systems.

HOW: VSP can stop attempts at illegal privilege escalation initiated by assailants that have accessed host 

server environments. VSP prevents memory attacks remote code execution at (RCE) and other threats 

which allows further privilege escalation. 

With VSP you can easily place restrictions on which users are allowed to run specific commands at the 

script and command interpreters, giving an additional layer of control for privileged command execution 

above what the operating system provides. VSP also limits what can be executed on the system, and by 

whom — a hacker or a trusted insider with proper authorization.

WHY: Security vulnerabilities in operating systems can be used to further the compromise of systems.

HOW: VSP mitigates the risk posed by both disclosed and undisclosed vulnerabilities being exploited 

during lengthy patching cycles. By mapping and monitoring actual code execution, VSP instantly identifies 

when an application attempts to deviate from its proper behaviour and stops attacks in their tracks.  

VSP delivers precise Compensating Security Controls that eliminate the risks of vulnerabilities being used to 

abuse web applications, third-party code, and legacy systems.

https://www.virsec.com

